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Background and Aim: Background noise as a serious challenge mainly affects the speech 
perception in people with hearing loss. One of the methods used to control noise is digital noise 
reduction (DNR) technique. The present study aimed to investigate the effect of DNR program 
(activated and deactivated) on the frequency gain of basic and advanced behind-the-ear (BTE) 
Oticon hearing aids, using different DNR strategies to reduce background noise.

Methods: Two behind-the-ear Oticon hearing aids (Opn1 S105 and GetP) were used in this 
study. The Affinity 2.0 test box was first used to measure their DNR (off/on) gains using the 
national acoustic laboratories-non linear2 (NAL-NL2) and desired sensation level multi-stage 
[input/output] (DSLm[I/O]) formulas at sound pressure levels of 45, 65 and 85 dB SPL at a 
frequency range of 250-8000 Hz for three hearing loss (HL) patterns using the international 
speech test signal and broad band noise.

Results: There was a significant difference in DNR performance between the Opn1 S105 and 
GetP models for all three HL patterns at 45 and 65 dB SPL and most frequencies.

Conclusion: The DNR performance of advanced and basic hearing aids is different for different 
HLs at 45 and 65 dB SPL and most frequencies. The performance of advanced hearing aids is 
significant using the DSLm[I/O] formula at most frequencies.

Keywords: Digital noise reduction; international speech test signal; frequency response; broad 
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Introduction

eople suffering from hearing loss complain 
about two main problems including a decline 
in their audibility and hearing problems in the 
presence of noise due to the decline in their 
dynamic range, frequency resolution, and 

temporal resolution, as well as the occurrence of dead re-
gions in the cochlea due to damage to the critical auditory 
bands and filters. The main and conventional solution to ad-
dress the first problem is to amplify hearing through digital 
hearing aids, but the second problem (i.e. background noise 
reduction) is difficult in all types of hearing aids [1]. Accord-
ing to the 2007 report of the American Academy of Audiol-
ogy task force on the health-related quality of life (HRQoL) 
about the benefits of hearing amplification in adults, people 
with hearing loss who use hearing aids experience a better 
quality of life [2]. Hearing loss is independently associated 
with rapid cognitive decline and cognitive impairment in 
the elderly [3]. Unfortunately, a decline in speech compre-
hension and destruction of the target signal reception in the 
presence of background noise is observed in those suffering 
from hearing loss due to the following reasons: widening of 
the masking and tuning curves, upward spread of masking, 
and reduction of redundancy in speech signal [4-6].

The most important goal of an audiologist in prescrib-
ing and fitting hearing aids for people with a sensorineu-
ral hearing loss is to increase their speech intelligibility in 
noisy environments, their comfort in noise or both with the 
use of directional microphones (DMs) and digital reduc-
tion algorithms [7]. Noise-reduction circuitry has become 
available as a feature in most hearing aids since 1970. The 
primary noise reduction processing program encompassed 
low-frequency density and did not provide the expected 
speech comprehension improvement in the presence of 
noise [8]. Speech recognition scores may not be improved 
much when activating digital noise reduction (DNR), but 
hearing in the presence of noise may be improved in the 
elderly and children in areas such as acceptable noise 
level (ANL), input/output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
memory coding, working memory, and listening effort [9, 
10]. The signal processing systems in most hearing aid 
brands have increasingly become complex with techno-
logical advancement. In this regard, the Oticon company 
traditionally used a noise reduction algorithm in its basic 
hearing aid models as a modulation-based noise reduction 
algorithm. This algorithm can detect and reduce the noise 
amplitude by using an amplitude modulation. It is capa-
ble of identifying human speech in the presence of stable 
noise resources such as ventilation systems, fans, electric 
engines, etc. [11, 12]. In 2016, the company used new 
technology in Opn1 hearing aid models to reduce noise. 

This technology is called multi-speaker access technol-
ogy (MSAT) whose goal is to selectively reduce disturb-
ing noises while maintaining access to all distinct speech 
sounds, and to support the ability of the user to choose the 
voice they want. This technology processes sound in three 
stages: analysis of the acoustic environment, maintaining 
the optimal SNR, and noise removal [11]. Unfortunately, 
there is a scant research in this field to reveal how much 
gain should be reduced at each SNR; therefore, most hear-
ing aid designers leave it to audiologists to control the 
performance of this system and they have no choice but 
to rely on their knowledge or adjust the performance of 
the system in a trial-and-error manner [3, 12]. In various 
studies, the effects of DNR on speech perception, ease of 
listening, less listening effort, and other cases have been 
investigated. For example, Wong et al., Desjardins, and 
Borns et al. in several studies examined the effect of noise 
reduction system performance on a variety of hearing 
aids. Their results showed no improvement in speech per-
ception using any of the noise reduction algorithms. How-
ever, in most hearing aids, it reduced hearing effort and 
noise annoyance [13-15]. Since no study has investigated 
the difference in the efficiency of DNR technique in terms 
of acoustic changes in frequency response in basic and ad-
vanced Oticon hearing aids, this study aims to investigate 
the acoustic changes in frequency responses resulted from 
the difference in DNR performance in basic and advanced 
Oticon hearing aids.

Methods

Initially, two behind-the-ear hearing aids were prepared 
from the Oticon company (GetP basic model and Opn1 
S105 advanced model). The hearing aid fitting software in-
cluded Oticon Genie2 (For Opn1 S105) and Genie1 2017 
(For GetP). To select the hearing aid model, three condi-
tions were considered: availability, new brand, and inclu-
sion criteria. The hearing aids could cover moderate to se-
vere hearing loss (HL). After selecting and preparing the 
hearing aids, their fitting range set for moderate to severe 
HLs. Their DNR systems were disabled and adjusted for 
the following HLs: severe ascending to mild HL (Figure.1), 
mild sloping to severe HL (Figure. 2), and moderate to se-
vere flat HL (Figure.3). Subsequently, hearing aid frequen-
cy response in octave and ½ octave bands were measured at 
frequency range of 250-8000 Hz by using Affinity 2.0 test 
box (attached to the hearing aid coupler 2) with internation-
al speech test signal (ISTS) and broad band noise (BBN) 
stimulus in different input levels of 45 dB SPL (soft), 65 
dB SPL (medium), and 85 dB SPL (loud), and the mean of 
three repetitions was considered as the final result.
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In the next phase, the DNR of the hearing aids was activat-
ed and the frequency response was measured as mentioned 
above by using Affinity 2.0 test box. The final responses in 
noise reduction in the on and off states of the hearing aids 
placed in the test box was similar to that of the conventional 
BTE hearing aids. The hearing aids’ microphones were in 
omnidirectional mode. In order to prevent the unwanted 
changes, the volume control, program selection key, and all 
adaptive circuits such as feedback management in hearing 
aids were deactivated. Age, gender, and hearing aid use in 
all participants were set as 25 years, male, and inexperi-
enced, respectively. Data analysis was performed in SPSS 
v. 17 software, considering a significance level at p<0.05. 
After confirming the abnormality of data distribution by 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, General Linear Model (GLM), 
as an ANOVA procedure, was used to measure the main 
effect and the interaction effect of various variables as well 
as Tukey’s post hoc test for pairwise comparison between 
the groups in case of a difference. To facilitate the study, 
octave and half-octave frequency bands were divided into 
three ranges: low (250, 500, 750 Hz), mid (1 and 2 kHz), 
and high frequencies (3, 4, 6, 8 kHz).

Results

Tables 1 and 2 present the results of testing two mod-
els of hearing aids using the Affinity 2.0 test box. There 
was a difference in the gains of activated and deacti-
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Figure 1. Audiogram depicting severe ascending to mild sensory/neural hearing loss

Figure 2. Audiogram depicting mild sloping to sever sensory/neural hearing loss

Figure 3. Audiogram depicting moderate to severe flat sensory/neural hearing loss
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Table 1. Average frequency gain of the Opn1 S105 behind-the-ear under digital noise reduction/off–digital noise reduction/
on using the DSLm[I/O] and NAL-NL2 formulas under different hearing loss patterns and sound stimuli and sound pressure 
levels in the frequency range of 250–8000 Hz

DNR Hearing 
loss

Prescription 
formula Stimulus SPL Frequency (kHz)

OFF-
ON

Moderately 
severe flat NAL-NL2

BBN

dB 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 2 3 4 6 8

45 3 1.75 0 –0.25 –0.5 0.25 1.5 –1 –1

65 2 0 2 3.5 0.75 0.5 1.5 0.75 1

85 3.25 –1.5 0 1 1.25 2 0 1 0

ISTS

45 2 –1 0.5 1 1.75 0.75 0.75 3 0

65 1.75 0 0.25 0.75 –0.25 0.25 3 1 0

85 1 1 2.5 1 –1 0.5 2.5 1.75 0

OFF-
ON

Moderately 
severe flat DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 –2 0.75 4 7 0.25 1 3.25 2.75 1.5

65 –3.75 1.75 4 8 –0.25 1 1.25 1.25 1.75

85 0 0.75 2.5 5 3 1.75 3.23 0.5 1

ISTS

45 –4.25 0 2.5 3.75 6.5 3.25 0.75 0.25 0

65 –4.5 –1 4.5 8 –0.5 3.5 3.75 1.5 0

85 –2.75 0.75 4 3.5 2.75 –0.75 2.25 1 0

OFF-
ON

Severe 
ascending 

to mild
NAL-NL2

BBN

45 1.75 2 2.5 1.25 –0.5 2.25 3.25 –0.75 1

65 2.75 0.75 –0.75 3 0.5 2 2 –1.25 0

85 4.25 0.5 –1.5 1 2.25 2.75 3 1 1.5

ISTS

45 4 5 4.25 3.75 1.5 0.75 1.75 –0.75 0

65 1.75 1 4 –1.25 0.25 1.25 1.75 –1 0

85 2 0 0 2.25 1.75 1.75 2.25 –0.25 0

OFF-
ON

Severe 
ascending 

to mild
DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 2.5 1.75 1 3.25 1.25 2.75 3.25 3.25 0

65 3.75 2.75 0 1.25 3 2 2.5 2.75 0.5

85 0.5 1 4.25 2 3 –1 0 1.5 1.5

ISTS

45 0.5 –2 0 2 0.25 –0.5 1 0.5 0

65 6.75 –0.5 4.5 0.75 1.75 0.25 3 0.25 0

85 1.75 1.25 2 1.5 1 2.25 2 1.5 0

OFF-
ON

Mild 
sloping to 

severe
NAL-NL2

BBN

45 5.5 3.5 2 2.25 2 0.25 1.5 3 1.25

65 0 1.25 1.25 2.5 2 0.75 0.75 3 1

85 2.5 –2.75 0 2.75 3.5 –0.25 2.25 3 1

ISTS

45 2.75 0 1.75 1.5 2.25 2.25 0.5 2 0

65 1 0.5 3.75 1.25 2 2 –0.5 2.75 0

85 0.75 1 2.5 4.75 0.75 2.5 –0.5 2 0
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vated DNR program under the same conditions. Re-
sults of GLM test (Table 1) for the Opn1 S105 model, 
showed that the DNR performance was significantly dif-
ferent at all sound pressure levels (45, 65 and 85 dB 
SPL) for all three HL patterns at 250 Hz (p=0.010), 1000 
Hz (p=0.027), 2000 Hz (p=0.019), 3000 Hz (p=0.014), 
4000 Hz (p=0.006), 6000 Hz (p=0.004), but not at 500, 
750 and 8000 Hz (p>0.05). Using the (DSLm[I/O] al-
gorithm, the NAL-NL2 ratio varied significantly at the 
sound input level of 85 dB SPL at 750 Hz (p=0.014), 1 
kHz (p=0.029), 2 kHz (p=0.012) and 4 kHz (p=0.023).

Results for the GetP model (Table 2) showed that DNR 
performance was not significantly different for three 
HL patterns at any sound pressure levels and frequen-
cies (p>0.05). In this model, using the DSLm[I/O] algo-
rithm, the DNR performance was significantly different 
at the input level of 45 dB SPL and frequency of 1000 
Hz (p=0.019) and at the input level of 65 dB SPL and 
frequency of 4000 Hz (p=0.049).

Discussion

The DNR is vastly underused but is a vitally important 
feature of modern hearing aid models. It is recommended 
that the DNR should not be used except for hearing aid fit-
tings. There are two most common reasons why hearing 
care professionals don not use DNR for every patient is: 
1) they’re concerned DNR may take away speech sounds, 
2) they cannot find a direct audiologic measure to indicate 
and validate DNR [9]. The purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the acoustic changes in the frequency responses 
resulted from the difference in DNR performance in both 
activated and deactivated modes in two basic and advanced 
hearing aid models using three sound pressure levels of 
45, 65, 85 dB SPL at a frequency range of 250-8000 Hz in 
octave and half-octave bands based on three moderate flat, 
severe descending, and moderate ascending sensorineural 
hearing loss using the DSLm[I/O] and NAL-NL2 formulas 
and ISTS and BBN stimuli.

Results revealed a significant difference between the study 
hearing aids in the DNR performance using the DSLm[I/O] 

DNR Hearing 
loss

Prescription 
formula Stimulus SPL Frequency (kHz)

OFF-
ON

Mild 
sloping to 

severe
DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 –7 –0.25 –5.25 –2.75 -5 0.75 4 0 0.25

65 –3.5 –2.75 –4.25 –3 –1 0.25 2.5 1 –2

85 0.25 2.75 0 2.5 –1 0.25 –0.25 0.5 –1.25

ISTS

45 –1.75 –5.25 –3.75 –6 –0.5 3 3 –2.75 0

65 –5 –4.25 –3 –3.5 –2.25 2.5 5 –2.25 0

85 2 –2.5 –1.5 –1.75 –3.5 0.5 3 –0.25 0

DNR; digital noise reduction, SPL; sound pressure level, NAL-NL2; national acoustic laboratories-non linear2, BBN; broad 
band noise, ISTS; international speech test signal, DSLm[I/O]; desired sensation level multi-stage[input/output]

Table 2. Average frequency gain of the GetP behind-the-ear under digital noise reduction/on using the DSLm [I/O] and NAL- 
formulas under different hearing loss patterns and sound stimuli and sound pressure level in the frequencies range 250 to 8000 Hz

DNR Hearing 
loss

Prescription 
formula Stimulus SPL Frequency (kHz)

OFF-ON
Moderate-
ly severe 

flat
NAL-NL2

BBN

dB 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 2 3 4 6 8

45 1 0 –0.25 0.75 –0.5 –0.5 0.75 0.25 –1

65 –1.25 –1 –0.25 –0.75 0.25 –0.25 –1 –2 3

85 0 –1 0 1 0.75 0.5 –0.25 0.5 1

ISTS

45 0 –1 0.25 –0.75 0.75 1.25 1.75 –0.25 1

65 –0.25 –1 0.5 0 –0.75 –1 1 2 1

85 0 0 1 0 0.75 1.5 0.5 –0.75 0
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DNR Hearing 
loss

Prescription 
formula Stimulus SPL Frequency (kHz)

OFF-ON
Moderate-
ly severe 

flat
DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 0 –0.25 –0.75 0 –0.5 1.5 –1.75 –0.75 –1

65 –1.5 1 –0.25 0.75 0 1.5 –1 2.5 0

85 –1.75 0.25 –1.5 0.25 –1 1.5 –0.75 0 0

ISTS

45 0.25 0.5 -1 1 –0.75 0 –3 0 3

65 0.25 –0.25 –1 0 –2.5 1.5 2 –1.5 0

85 –0.25 –1.25 0 1 0 2 –3 –1.75 0

OFF-ON
Severe 

ascending 
to mild

NAL-NL2

BBN

45 3 3 0 1 0 1 –1 2.5 1

65 1 1.5 2.5 1.25 0 1.75 0.25 6 1

85 –1 0 –1.25 –1 –1 1.5 0.25 2.25 1

ISTS

45 1.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 –0.5 –1.75 3 3

65 0.25 –0.25 –0.5 0.25 –0.25 0.25 –6 2 1

85 0 1 –1 0 –1 –1 –1 1.5 1

OFF-ON
Severe 

ascending 
to mild

DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 1.25 0 0.75 1.5 –1.5 0 –1.75 2 1

65 –0.5 0.5 –0.5 1 4 0 –3.5 5 1

85 0.75 2 0.5 –1 2 0.5 –0.5 2.5 1

ISTS

45 2.75 4 2.75 2.5 7.5 1.25 –2.75 1.25 0

65 1 0.25 –1.25 1.75 –1.5 –1.25 –1 6 0

85 0 1.75 –0.5 3 1 –0.5 1.75 –1.5 0

OFF-ON
Mild 

sloping to 
severe

NAL-NL2

BBN

45 2 1 0 2 –0.5 1.5 2.75 1 –1

65 0 –1.5 –0.5 1 –1.25 1 0.25 1.5 –1

85 –0.5 1 0.5 1.25 0.25 0.25 –0.25 1.25 1

ISTS

45 3.5 1.5 2 1.5 –0.75 0 2.75 1.25 0

65 0 1 -0.5 2 0.5 1.75 3 1 0

85 –0.25 0 –2 2 –0.5 –0.5 0.25 –1.5 0

OFF-ON
Mild 

sloping to 
severe

DSLm[I/O]

BBN

45 2 2 –0.5 0.5 –0.75 1.5 –1.75 5 –1

65 2 0 0 0 -0.5 1.5 –1 1 –1

85 2.5 0 –0.25 0 0.25 0.5 –1.75 0.75 0

ISTS

45 0.25 –1.25 0.25 1.5 0.75 –1 –4 1.5 0

65 0 0.5 0 0 0.75 0 –1 1.5 0

85 1 –0.25 1 1.25 –0.75 1.25 –1.25 0.25 0

DNR; digital noise reduction, SPL; sound pressure level, NAL-NL2; national acoustic laboratories-non linear2, BBN; broad 
band noise, ISTS; international speech test signal, DSLm[I/O]; desired sensation level multi-stage[input/output]
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algorithm compared to the NAL-NL2 formula. The DNR 
performance using the DSLm[I/O] algorithm was signifi-
cantly different in the Opn1 S105 model at input levels of 
45 and 65 dB SPL at frequency of 1 kHz, and at input level 
of 85 dB SPL at 750 Hz, mid frequencies, and 4 kHz. In the 
GetP model, there was significantly different at input levels 
of 45 and 65 dB SPL at frequencies of 1 and 4 KHz.

Furthermore, the difference in DNR performance was not 
significantly different in the two study hearing aid models 
at any sound pressure levels and frequencies using the two 
types of stimuli; therefore, no difference in DNR perfor-
mance is observed by changing the stimulus type in basic 
and advanced hearing aids.

The difference in DNR performance was significant at in-
put levels of 45 and 65 dB SPL at 250 Hz (declined) under 
all three HL patters, and at mid frequencies under flat and 
descending HL patterns. Moreover, the DNR performance 
was significantly different in the Opn1 S105 model at 85 dB 
SPL under flat HL at high frequencies.  Therefore, it can be 
said that the DNR performance is significantly different in 
advanced hearing aid models at the sound pressure levels of 
45 and 65 dB SPL for all three HL patters. In the basic hear-
ing aid models, the DNR performance is similar for all three 
HL patterns at all input levels and most of the frequencies. 
Thus, these models probably use the same amount of DNR.

Conclusion

The advanced hearing aids have better noise control than 
basic hearing aids due to the use of modern and optimal 
technology for the digital noise reduction (DNR). Advanced 
hearing aids have different DNR performance at levels of 
45, 65 and 85 dB SPL using the DSLm [I/O] formula. The 
DNR performance is similar in basic hearing aids using 
the DSLm[I/O] and NAL-NL2 formulas for moderate flat, 
severe descending, and moderate ascending sensorineural 
hearing loss at most frequencies, indicating that manufac-
tures use the same DNR program for DNR in the basic 
hearing aids; hence, the audiologists are recommended to 
take advantage of this technique as an easy and suitable ap-
proach for better noise control. Moreover, further studies 
are recommended to examine the effect of DNR technique 
in people with different ages using hearing aids.
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